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(571 AE!nlucr 
An erectable manipulator placement system for w on a 
spacc station and comprising an elongate lattice-like 
boom having dual guide tracks attached to parallel 
chords thereof, a carriage-lie dolly movable along said 
tracks, and a segmented maneuvering arm-like assembly 
pivotally mounted on and extending from said dolly. 
The system further includes a turntable base pivotally 
interconnected with the proximal end of the boom and 
positioned either on a part of a transferring vehicle, or 
on another payload component being carried by said 
transferring vehicle, or on the space station. 
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trolled manipulator attached to a support means which 
SPACE SATION ERECTABLE MANIPULATOR moves vertically on a guide column. This guide column 

PLACEMENTSYSTEM is mounted on upper and lower rotatable plates in order 
to achieve rotation of the guide column about the verti- 

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 5 cal axe of the plates. The rotation of the guide column, 

ploy= of the united Stam Government and m y  be which is parallel to the rotational axes of the plates 
-,,fm& and ued by or for the Government of the depicted in the reference. Creates a Criticai limita- 
udted s w  of for g o v ~ ~ ~  p~ tion on the operator‘s freedom of movement insofar as 
without p m t  of any m+a t h m n  or therefore. 10 his ability to haade the manipulating device is con- 

cerned, and it requires that the operator be located in 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION close proximity to the manipulating. 

This invention dates to methods md apparatus for All of these techniques and devices are, of course, 
haadling selected objects and more particulariy dates generally suitable for their intended purposes. It will be 
to improved wthods r ~ d  apparatus for maaipulatiag ‘5 noted. howe~er, that there is a common characteristic 
objects in hostile or otherwise disadvantageous envi- with respcct to these and all other similar manipulating 

devices and techniques in the prior art; i.e.. the manipu- 
It is well known that it has kcn proposed to p h  a iating techniques aad devices in the prior art are all 

habitabk “Spsce Statioa” in an orbital lwth around the designed for use under conditions wherein the operator 
6 a n d t o c ~ s u c h s ~ a f r o m p a r t s o r ~  20 is situated in a relatively normal environment, and 
ponen*r Which will P e l Y  fmid UP from the wherein it is only the object sought to be manipulated 
Surface Of the earth thereafter assaabkd at a Se- which is situated in an abnormal environment. In other 
lected bcatb along said Orbital Pe& upon consider- words, all of the prior art devices anticipate that the 
ation of the  problem^ inherrntly attcndiag such a t.sL, it operator will k capable of full freedom of movement 

iagsystemwiUk rrquirtd for sccuriag aad theredm corn. 
maneuvering such into a position whereby The prcsent inventioa is directed to an application 

which is completely Mereat from those hereinbefore they m y  be suitably - 
with respect to prior art mahods and appara- ~ar l%ofcounc ,~yMa-cat typcso f sys tans  
particularly. there arc plans to construct an For vuious reasons orbiting “Space Station” from components and sub- uadercoaveatbad ’ 

reviewed in detail, sone of the prior art =d arr suitable for the nbove-identi- assemblies which arc separately femed to the orbital 
location where they are to be be assembled. Accord- 

35 WY, it will be apparent that such a project will require 
rcILsoIIs, mthods or apppratup ei* prr- the m a a s  for maneuvering objects of various different 
f ~ o r q ~ k o ~ t o h a a d e a ~ d +  shapes and sizes under the most advcrse conditions. 
F~~ u(8mple. the ob* itself to be Both the operator as well as the object to be haadled arc 
~ p ~ ~ ~ t m y ~ d n n g a o u s t o a p p ~ ~ d m a n ~  situated in the same hostile environment and under 
ay handle, the object may be positioned in an 40 conditionswherrintheoperatorisseverlyiimitedinhis 
M b l e  a hostile en--t. sterna- freedom of action. Such a maaeuvcring device or meam 

the l h ,  wm a particular manipulatioll is to components in almost any direction relative to the posi- 
be p e r t o m  by me or mom steps in an automad tion of the operator, and Over extended distances of 
DlVCCSS. 45 travel. This mancuvcring device itself must also be 

me j,,vention descriM h- - de by an em- however, restricted to that direction Of rotation 

- ronmmtsorumditioas. 

ap-t a Suitable m- 2s &far as his ability to handle the manipulating devi= is 

techniqpes h-d -g articles 30 

fled purpose. 
marc -y sitp.tioas when, for 

be too 

tively, the m y  1- in an -bly line or must be capable Of &g and moving t h e  Various 

._ 
a More particularly, it is well known t w  the prior art Capable Of being -4 into Orbit by t m p o f i  m- 
is replac with examples of Merent forms of apparatus 
for manipuiating objectp for purposa undet It has P ~ V ~ O U J ~ Y  proposed to employ a MPU- 
diffmnt con&& For uampie, &,do h thg  device for Use on the space Station known aS a 
NO. 3,888,360) details a programmable robot having a 50 “Mobile Remote M k P e g  SYsta’’ ( M U S ) -  
mov&k h e  which a manipuiator arm is at- deviceism~leofseizingaM1movinganobjectin two 
ww. M o v ~ ~ t  of +mt *on of orthogonal directions relative to its orbital location on 
said configuration is limit& ~OW~V-,  & bgsc m e  the station. More particularly, the MRMS is movably 
tion is &ct& to rectilinear motion along or- S C C U T ~ ~  to the nodes of a truss-like member of the ~ta- 
thogonal axes. 55 tion and a push-pull mechanism provides an “inch 

F-, Haase (U.S. pat. No. 3,437,223). f i e r  worm” translation of the MRMS along the truss. In 
(US. Pat. No. 3,262,593) and Insolio et (US. Pat. NO. addition, a selfcontained power unit or supply is re- 
2,983.391), disclose a block, a S U P P O ~ ~  gmcme, quired for moving the device to various locations along 
and a trolley element from which a manipulator ann the station. 
extends. These carrier baseJ are confined to m v m e n t  60 
within only one plane. suitable for its intended purpose than are any of the 

It will k apparmt that, in many if not all such e m -  techniques and devices depicted in the aforementioned 
pies, it is convenient, if not essential, that the operator of prior art, it will nevertheless be apparent that the 
the manipulating device be situated in a location which MRMS is also subject to certain limitations. To begin 
is either remote from the initial position of the object is 65 with, it can be seen that the MRMS is only capable of 
to be is remote from the position to which the object moving an object along one of two orthogonal direc- 
being handled. moved, or both. See, for example, Bla- tions, relative to its orbital location, at a time. This 
seck (U.S. Pat. No. 4.527.934) which is a remotelycon- increases, considerably, the amount of time required to 

t-hwues now mdable. 

al, (U.S. pat. 

Although the so-called MRMS device is clearly more 
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transport a payload between the transport vehicle and 
the station, or between two points along the station. 
The reach capability of the MRMS is also limited to the 
extended length of the manipulator arm. This limitation 
makes it difficult to use the MRMS as a berthing aid. 

Further, since the MRMS is designed to ride along 
the truss members of the space station, it is necessary to 
avoid obstructing the travel path of the device. This 
clearly limits the amount of useful payload attachment 
space available If any part of the structure on which the 
MRMS travels is damaged or obstructed, the directions 
in which the device can move will also be severely 
restricted. 
These and other disadvantages of, or limitations on, 

the capabilities of the prior art are nverccxze c: SUbS:&i- 
tially mitigated with the present invention. Improved 
methods and apparatus are herewith provided for ma- 
nipulating objects of varying size and shape under ex- 
traordinarily disadvantageous operating conditions. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a 

manipulator system is provided which has been collo- 
quially denoted as the “Space Station Erectable Place- 
ment System” (SSEMPS). SSEMPS includes a simple 
space framework boom having dual guide tracks at- 
tached to parallel chords thereof, or which are inte- 
grally formed therewith, so as to permit movement of a 
dolly up and down its tracks, and so as to achieve lock- 
ing of the dolly in place at selected locations on the 
boom. A manipulator arm of conventional construction 
such as the Space Station Remote Manipulator System 
is attached to the dolly for the transfer and handling of 
work articles, and one end of the boom is attached to a 
turntable at four points, two adjacent (in line) points at 
the end of the guide tracks being attached to the turnta- 
ble by linear actuators, and the two opposite points 
being attached by rotatable joints. The turntable per- 
mits a 360 degree rotation of the boom in either direc- 
tion, while the linear actuator/rotatable joint attach- 
ments permit tilting of the boom at variable angles rela- 
tive to the turntable axis of rotation. 

In view of the foregoing, it is an object of the present 
invention to provide a remotelycontrolled manipulator 
placement system which is both erectable and usable in 
outer space. The system was designed for use on a space 
station, or the like, and is capable of accessing large 
areas, maneuvering payloads, and avoiding objects 
which cause an obstruction when transfemng payloads. 
SSEMPS also provides a manipulator placement system 
which may be utilized as a berthing aid for intercon- 
necting one type of orbiting vehicle or structure to 
another. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro- 
vide a manipulator placement system which complies 
with space and weight limitations required for the trans- 
fer of payloads between a ground-based location and a 
location in outer space. 

These and other objects and features of the present 
invention will become apparent from the following 
detailed description, wherein reference is made to the 
structure depicted in the accompanying drawing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 
This drawing depicts a perspective view of an erect- 

able manipulator placement system shown in the 
erected position and embodying the concepts of the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Refemng now to the structures depicted in the ac- 
5 companying drawing, there may be seen one form of 

the aforementioned SSEMPS assembly 2. It includes an 
open lattice-like boom 3, composed of four spaced-apart 
longerons 4 extending from the distal end 3A of the 
boom 3 to its proxial end 3B and a plurality of lateral 

10 struts 5, each perpendicularly interconnected between 
adjacent longerons 4 at spaced-apart locations along the 
entire length of the boom 3. A further plurality of brac- 
ing struts 6 are added, each interconnected between 
opposite longerons 4 at 45 degree angles with respect !r) 
the adjacent lateral struts S in order to provide stiffness 
to the boom 3. 

Refemng further to the structures depicted in the 
accompanying drawing, it may be seen that the boom 3 
is preferably interconnected at its proximal end 3B to a 

2o turntable 7, or the like. by suitable hinges 8 and 9 and 
actuators 10 and 11 affixed to the ends of the four longe- 
rons 4. The turntable 7 is preferably rotatably mounted 
on a structure (not depicted) having a size and mass 
such that, when placed in a suitable orbital location, 

25 arcuate movement of the boom 3 relative to the turnta- 
ble 7, or revolvement of the boom 3 due to rotation of 
the turntable 7, will not significantly affect the posture 
or position of the structure on which it is suppoted. The 

3o hinges 8 and 9 and the actuators 10 and 11 enable the 
boom 3 to be tilted at various angles with respect to the 
axis of rotation of the turntable base 7. The actuators 10 
and 11 are hingedly interconnected with and between 
the turntable base 7 and the adjacent ends of a pair of 

Referring again to the structures illustrated in the 
accompanying drawing, it may be seen that the boom 3 
also preferably includes a pair of rail or track members 
12 and 13 affixed to and along the length of the two 

40 longerons 4 which are interconnected with the turnta- 
ble 7 by linear actuators 10 and 11 on the sides facing 
away from the other two longerons 4. The pair of rails 
or track-like members may be mounted on another dif- 
ferent pair of said longeron members. 

A dolly 14 or carriage-like device may move along 
substantially the entire length of the track members 12 
and 13, in either direction and irrespective of the angle 
of the boom 3 relative to the turntable base 7, and by 
any of several convenient or conventional techniques. 

50 For example, the dolly 14 may be driven by actuating 
means contained within or interconnected with the 
dolly 14 itself, or it may be moved by a cable device 
attached to the boom 3, or other conventional means 

35 longeron members. 

45 

none of which are depicted in the illustration. 
The dolly 14 is also preferably provided with a latch 

IS of suitable design for releasably securing the dolly 14 
to one or both of the track members 12 and 13 at any 
desired location therealong. 

The linear actuators 10 and 11 may be extended to 
60 pivotally move the boom 3 to a positon which is sub- 

stantially aligned with, or parallel to the surface of the 
turntable 7, whereby the SSEMPS assembly 2 may be 
conveniently stowed in the transporting vehicle (not 
depicted). It will be noted that the lattice-like structure 

65 of the boom 3 permits other objects to be placed in the 
spaces between its longerons 4 and the struts 5 and 6, 
while the SSEMPS assembly 2 is stowed in the orbital 
payload bay of the transport vehicle. 

55 
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Alternatively, retraction of linear actuators 10 and 11 What is claimed is: 
to their minimum limits will pivot the boom 3 to a @- 1. A manipulator placement system for transfer and 
tion which is substantially perpendicular to the surface handling of work articles, comprising 
of the turntable 7, whereby the SSEMPS assembly -Y a rotatable turntable base member; 
be uscd as an aid in berthing p r d -  as well as an aid 5 an elongate support member pivotally attached at one 
in otheroperptions within the contemplated purposes of end directly to said turntable base: 
the SSEMPS assembly. a dolly member movable along said support member; 
The turntable base 7 may be mounted on one of the and 

COmPO-ts Ofthe S W  station to be assembled a manipulator arm attached to said dolly and com- 
(not depicted), or it may be mounted 011 a Podon Of the 10 + of jointed segments for ek ing  and reposi- 
transport vehicle (not depicted) in order to paform tioning objects adjacent said placement system, 
aamding to its requinmenta Being errctabie, the wherein said elongate support member comprises 
p m t  with its boom 3* a plurality of aligned and spaced-apart longeron 

mrmbefJ; will remain rigid for providing a simple, stiff structurr 

necting said longeron members to form an elon- may be secuTe& 
gated and lattice-like boom assembly for position- It will be appumt, of muse, that objects may be 

ing said dolly member relative to said turntable seized and moved to many locations adjacent the trans- 
port vehicle (not depicted) using the boom 3 which is 
revolvabk by the turntable base 7 and pivotally mov- 20 base memh 
able by the linear pctuators and 11 as Bs tnrasla- connecting means for allowing arcuate movement for 

pivotally interconnecting said boom assembly with tion along the boom by the dolly 14. However. the 
said turntable base member, and wherein said con- capabilities of the SSEMPS assembly are greatly en- 

h a n d  by providing the dolly 14 with a manipulating necting means includes at least one hinge-like mem- 
arm extension 16 such as the type of apparatus com- 25 with said 
monly known as the Shuttle Rcmote Manipulator Sys- turntable base member, and wherein said connect- 
tcm, which is preferably Composed of an upper arm ing means furtha includes at least one linear ex- 
member 17 having an elbow-& connection 20 at one tending means in- between said turnta- 
and, end which is pivotally securcd to the dolly 14 at its ble member and said boom assembly, and wherein <~ 

other end by a shoulder-like connection 18. More par- st i l l  fnrtha, said hear extending means and said +- 

ticukrly, the mauiphm . g arm exteasion 16 may be hinge-like members arc mtcrconucctcd betweem a+ 

seen to further include a so-called forearm member 19 and with said turntable member and the proximal 
interconnected pivotally at one end to the elbow-like end of said elongate boom assembly. 
conncction20.adwhichisintcrcoancctcdatitsother 2. The placement system described in claim 1, .,- 
end to a wrist-iikc cometion 22. In addition, a suitable 35 whercin said linear extending means arc hingedly inter- 
&ping device 21 is preferably pivotally mounted 011 C O M ~  with and between said turntable member and 
the wrist-like CoIIlICction B opposite the adjacent end the adjacent ends of a pair of longeron members. 
of the forearm member 19, for seizing and securing 
objects of variom *p and sizes may be qw prising a pair of track-like members aligned with and 
for dflcrcnt purposes. 40 mounted on said elongate boom assembly for movably 

be apParrnt that the different COmPOnmts Of supporting said dolly member along the length of and 1 

the -Pula* extension 16 mY be between the proximal and distal ends of said elongated 
either manually or by suitable driving means within its boom -bly. 
s ~ ~ a n d i n c o n j u n c t i o n w i t h c o n c u m n t ~ ~ ~  4. The system described in 3, 
ment of the boom 3, the dolly 1% and the turntable base 45 w h d  said dolly member is movably positionable on 
7. it is capable Of moving and objects secured and dong said track membm i n d v d e n t l y  of revolve- 

the capabilities of the prior art devices and techniques. turntable means. 
arm 

=ted within such comPOneng, and from 
within the dolly 14, according to concepts and designs 
already known in the prior art. 

with which to -vw PY1Ords Or to which objects l5 a plurality of s m t - l h  bming members intercon- 

mWmecting said boom 

3. The placement system described in claim 2, com- .e 

It 

and by the &Ping member 21 in a Outside mmt of said elongate boom assembly by said rotatable 

Al-tivelY* the comPOnmts Of the -pulating 5. The system described in 4, 
l6 may be moved and repositioned me- H, wherein said dolly member is movably positionable on 

movement of said elongate boom assembly by said l i -  
ear extending means relative to said turntable member. 
6. The placement system described in claim 5, 

linearly guided dolly 14, provide at least three d i -  for rel@lY interconnecting said dolly member 
tio& degms of freedom for plac+ment of the bPu- fuedly with at least one of said track members. 
lating arm 16. 7. The placement system described in claim 6, 

by a c o ~ d ~ a t i o n  of the componeats de- a forearm-lie member connectable with an object 
scribed and referred to herein and depicted in the ac- sought to be repositioned, and 
companying drawing. Their usefulness for differmt an upper-arm-like member pivotally interconnected 

at one end with said forearm-like member and at 
cordingly, the stuctures and techniques hereinbefore 65 the other end with said dolly member for linear 
described and depicted are intended as illustrations movement along said elongate boom assembly. 
only, and are not intended as limitations on the scope of 8. The placement system described in claim 7, 
the present invention. 

by driving and means '* and along said track members independently o f p i v o ~  

Linear actuators 10 and 11 and hinges 8 and 9, in 55 
c o m b ~ o n  with the rotatable turntable base 7 and wherein said dolly Illember further includes latch means 

Other modifications and variations will be suggested 60 wherein said manipulator arm 4 

Purposes will also be correspondingly apparent. Ac- 

wherein said manipulator arm further comprises 
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an elbow-like connector for pivotally interconnecting 
said forearm-like member with said upper-arm-like 
member, and 

a shoulder-like connector for pivotally interconnect- 5 

ing said upper-arm-like member with said dolly 
member for lateral movement relative to said elon- 
gate boom assembly and independently of rotation 

9. The placement system described in claim 8, 

of said turntable member. 10 

wherein said manipulator arm further comprises 

20 

8 
a wrist-like connector mounted on said forearm-like 

member opposite of said elbow-like connector, and 
a gripping member pivotally interconnected with said 

forearm-like member by said wrist-like connector. 
10. The placement system described in claim 9. 

wherein said gripping member is further adapted and 
arranged to releasably interconnect with and reposition 
selected objects adjacent said elongate boom assembly. 

11. The placement system described in claim 10. 
wherein said rotatable turntable permits a 360 degree 
rotation of said elongate support member in either di- 
rection. 
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